
 
 
E-COMMERCE PHOTO GUIDELINES 
 
In order to obtain good images for the Texas Heritage Trails LLC e-commerce venture, you have four 
options: 
 

1. Use photos provided by your product vendor – IF they meet our guidelines / standards 
2. Take photos of the product following our instructions and meeting our guidelines / standards 
3. Get a sample of the product and either  

a. Have a photographer take pictures that meet our guidelines / standards and then return 
the product to the vendor OR 

b. Send a sample of the product to the LLC office; we will have a photographer take 
pictures and then return the product to either you or the vendor 

 
Product photos should be provided to the LLC office via e-mail (if possible), DropBox (or another 
web-based file sharing option), or on a flashdrive. 
 
No doubt you know that images are powerful; they can tell a story, persuade, inspire, and much more. 
When it comes to e-commerce, images are not optional. Before buying, shoppers like to check out an 
image to get a visual sense of the product. And the image can make or break the sale.  Here are 
some general tips for photographing e-commerce products: 
 

 Use a plain, uncluttered backdrop. 
Draw attention to your item by setting it up against a plain white or neutral backdrop.  

 

 Decide what shape your photographs will be: square, long rectangle or wide rectangle.  
Regardless of shape, use the same aspect ratio for all images.  
 

 Fill the frame with the item. 
Center the item so that it takes up 80%–90% of the frame, allowing buyers to see every detail. 

 

 Capture all angles, details, and blemishes. 
Capture images of the top, bottom, and sides of your item with detailed close-ups. Also, 
include photos that clearly show any flaws or unique characteristics (stressing, texture). 

 

 Show the scale. 
If the size of your item isn’t clear, avoid buyer confusion by placing a coin or ruler next to the 
item to indicate its size. 

 

 Avoid using props unless they help demonstrate the use or scale of product. 
Don’t use props if they obscure the product or prevent the item from filling the majority of the 
frame. Props may confuse buyers about exactly what’s included in your listing. 


